We prove that an abelian group can support a directed, interpolation order if and only if it is torsion-free or its quotient by its torsion subgroup is noncyclic. The proof is of an elementary nature. As a consequence of the proof, it is also shown that an abelian group can support a directed, interpolation order if and only if it can support a directed, interpolation, weakly semiisolated order. The paper is completely self-contained so as to be readable by nonspecialists.
The study of partially ordered groups started with the theory of totally ordered groups and then lattice-ordered groups. More recently, interpolation groups and directed, interpolation groups have been studied (see e.g., [2] ) as a generalisation of lattice-ordered groups.
One natural problem which arises immediately when considering a certain type of partial order is to find a group-theoretic characterisation of those groups that can support the particular kind of partial order under examination. A well-known result of this kind is due to F. W. Levi [4] and is:
An abelian group can support a total order if and only if it is torsion-free. Since every lattice-ordered group is torsion-free, this condition cannot be weakened when answering the question "Which abelian groups can support a lattice ordering?".
In this paper, an answer will be given to the question posed by the title of the paper; an answer will also be given to similar, related questions which naturally arise here.
The approach taken is very elementary and so sufficient definitions are given in order that the paper can be easily read by all mathematicians.
an upper and a lower bound in S (i.e., if s, teS, then there exist u, veS such that u^s, t^v). S is said to be a lattice if and only if every pair of elements of S has a least upper and a greatest lower bound in S. S is said to be totally ordered if and only if every pair of elements of S is comparable (i.e., if s, teS, then s^t or t^s). The partially ordered set S is said to satisfy the interpolation property if and only if whenever s, t, u, veS and s, t^u, v, then there exists xeS (not necessarily unique) such that s, t^x^u, v. Let (G, + ) be a group (not necessarily abelian). If G is a partially ordered set and the partial order is preserved by addition (i.e., a, b, g, heG and afkb implies that g+a+h^g+b+h), then G is said to be a partially ordered group. Moreover, if the partial order is directed (lattice/total/ satisfies the interpolation property), then G is said to be a directed (lattice/ orderedjinterpolation)group. LetG+={xeG: 0 ^ .y} and G * = {xeG:0<x}. If whenever xeG and n is a positive integer such that nxeG+ (G*) xeG+ (G*), then G is said to be semi-isolated (weakly semi-isolated).
Throughout, Z (R) will denote the additive group of integers (reals) and Z+ (R+) the positive (?^0) integers (reals). Cn will denote the cyclic group of order n for each neZ+ and G®H will denote the direct sum of the groups G and H. If X is a subset of G, (AO will denote the subgroup of G generated by X.
The following results are well known and can be found in [1] . If G is a partially ordered group, then G+ is a normal subsemigroup of G and if g, -geG+, then g=0. If P is a normal subsemigroup of a group H and h, -heP iffh=0, then H is a partially ordered group under the ordering h^htiffh%-hxeP.
If G is a partially ordered group, then G is directed if and only if (G+) = G. Indeed, G is directed if and only if every element of G can be expressed as the difference of two elements of G+.
II. Results and proofs. The first question to be answered is "Which groups can support a partial order with respect to which they are interpolation groups?".
The answer is every group-for let G be any group with the trivial order defined on it (i.e., g^h iff g=h); then, vacuously, G is an interpolation group. Actually, what we have shown is:
Every group can support a partial order with respect to which it is a weakly semi-isolated, interpolation group.
For the rest of the paper, only abelian groups will be considered. Let G be an abelian group and let T(G) be the set of all torsion elements of G. It is easy to see that T(G) is a subgroup of G (if we put 0 into T(G)) and that G/T(G) is torsion-free. Clearly, no element of T(G) can be positive other than 0. (For if geT(G) and g^O, let neZ+ be such that ng=0.
If g were positive, 0<g<2g<-■ •< ng=0, a contradiction.) By Levi's result, it now follows that an abelian group can support a semi-isolated, interpolation order if and only if it is torsion-free.
Also by Levi's result, H=GjT(G) can support a total order, say Let G+={geG:g=0 or g + T(G) H> T(G)}. It is easy to see that G is a partially ordered group with respect to the ordering denned by G+. In fact, if H?z{0}, G is directed with respect to this partial ordering. Consequently, Theorem (Simbireva). An abelian group can support a directed partial ordering if and only if it is the trivial group, or its quotient by its torsion subgroup is not the trivial group.
From the above remarks, it might be supposed that if an abelian group is to support a directed, interpolation order, it would be enough to satisfy the conditions of Simbireva's theorem. That this might not be the case is seen by letting G=Z®C2 ordered by: (m, nx)>0 iff m>0. G is a directed group which is not an interpolation group as (l,x), (1,0)> (0, x), (0, 0), but there does not exist geG such that (l,x), (1,0) (0,x), (0,0).
The question "Which abelian groups can support a directed, interpolation order?" together with the easier and more intuitive problem "Which abelian groups can support a directed, interpolation, weakly semi-isolated order?" are simultaneously attacked.
The next series of lemmas will help to characterise both classes of groups. Lemma 1. If G is an abelian, weakly semi-isolated group, then for each geT(G) andyeG*, -y<g<y.
Proof.
If ng=0 for some neZ+ and g<x, then 0<x-g. Hence 0<n(x-g)=nx-ng=nx. Therefore 0<x. If yeG*, then g<y+g; so 0<y+g. Similarly, 0<y-g. Thus -y<g<y.
Let H=GIT(G) and H+={h<=H:h=T(G)+g for some g^0}. Then H is a partially ordered group. H is semi-isolated if G is weakly semi-isolated. Lemma 3. If = is a partial order on H with respect to which H is semiisolated, then for each heH\{0}, Q(h) is either trivially ordered or an ordered group.
Let A be an indexing set for {Q(ti):h£H\{0}}. \A\, the cardinality of A, is called the rank of H (see [3] ). From the earlier example, if H is of finite rank, then it may not be possible to make G a directed, interpolation, weakly semi-isolated group. Lemma 4. Ifh1, «2e/7\{0}, Q(hf)¥^Q(h2) and m, n, r and s are integers such that (pi, n), (r, s)^(0, 0), then Q(mh1+nhz) = Q(rh1+sh2) if and only ifn=s=0 or n and s are both different from 0 and m\n=r\s. Hence H is of rank 1 or of infinite rank.
The following lemma completes the examination of the case that H is of finite rank.
Lemma 5. If H has rank 1 and T(G)^{0}, then G can support a directed, interpolation, weakly semi-isolated order if and only if every heH\{0} is noncyclic, where H=G/T(G).
Proof.
If G can support a weakly semi-isolated, directed, interpolation order, then H^{0}. Let ^ be the partial order on G and ^H the induced partial order on H. Let geT(G)\{0}. Since G is directed, there exists xeG such that xzlg, 0 and x$T(G) because T(G) is trivially ordered. Buty^f, sof+k'^f. Hence k'=0 andy=f. However,y+g^f. It follows thatg^O. As a result, T(G) is not trivially ordered, a contradiction. As \A\ = \, Q(h)=Q(X) for all heH\{0}. Therefore, every heH\{0} is noncyclic.
Let X=x + T(G) H> T(G)
Conversely, if Q(h) is not cyclic, define G+-{geG:g=0 or T(G)< T(G)+g} where ^ is any order on H=Q(h) which makes H an ordered group (the existence of such an ordering is guaranteed by Levi's theorem). It is easy to check that the partial ordering given by G+ makes G a directed, interpolation, weakly semi-isolated group (the interpolation property follows from Corollary 1.1 and the fact that the total order on H is dense (if x<y, then there exists z such that x<z<y) by hypothesis).
A well-known fact is:
Lemma 6. If M is a subgroup of R and R has its usual ordering, then M is either cyclic or dense in R.
With the above lemmas, it is now a relatively simple matter to characterise the class of abelian groups which can support a directed, interpolation order. This is done in the following theorem: Theorem A. An abelian group G can support a directed, interpolation order if and only if G is torsion-free or GjT(G) is noncyclic.
Proof.
If G is torsion-free, then the result follows from Levi's theorem; so assume that T(G)^{0}. Suppose GjT(G) is noncyclic. Either there exists heH=GjT{G) such, that h is noncyclic (and ^0), or there exist cyclic hi, h2eH\{0} such that ß(A)^g(«2). If there exists heH such that h is noncyclic, then, as H/Q(h) is torsion-free, it can support a total order, K, say, where K=H/Q(h). Also Q(h) can be ordered by say, so as to be an ordered group. Now define G+={geG:g=0 or g=g + T(G)eQ{h)
and T(G) <hg or g$Q(h) and g+Q{h) K> Q(h)}. It is immediate that with this partial ordering, G is a directed, interpolation, weakly semiisolated group by the argument used at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.
If there exist hu h2eH\{0}, cyclic, such that ß(/ii)^Q(h2), let Z. = (J {ß(w/?1 + nh2):m, n e Z, not m = n = 0}.
Let K=HjL. Kis torsion-free and so can support a total order, <>K, say. Let e have its usual number-theoretic meaning. Define mhx+nh2 £> 0 iff me+n>0, and if xeQim^+nh^, there exist peZ and q£Z+ such that qx=p(mh1+nh2).
Then 0<Lx iff 0 <.Lpmh1+pnh2. L is an ordered group under i|£ and is order-isomorphic to a dense subgroup of the totally ordered reals, by Lemma 6. Define G+={geG:g=0 or g=g + T(G)eL and T(G) <L g or g$L and L <K g+L). Again with this partial ordering, by the same reasoning, it is exhibited that G is a directed, interpolation, weakly semi-isolated group.
It remains only to prove that if G can support a directed, interpolation order and 7TG)#{0}, then G/T(G) is noncyclic. By way of contradiction, suppose that G can support such an order, T(G)?±{0} and G/T(G) = H= (h), say. Let ^ be the partial order on G and ^H the partial order induced on H. Since (H, is the image under an o-homomorphism (a group homomorphism such that if a^b, then the image of a is less than the image of b) of the directed group G, it is also directed. Hence it is not trivially ordered and without loss of generality, some positive multiple of ft is positive in (H, ^H). Let keT(G)\{0} and let n be the order of k. Since G is directed, there exists geG such that g^k, 0. g + T{G)=mh for some meZ+ (T(G) is trivially ordered so raj^O). Choose g so that m is minimal. Now («-(«-%-(«-l)/c= («-l)(g-A:);>0. Hence («-l)g+A:, g^rc, 0; so there exists xeG such that (n-\)g+k, g^.x^.k, 0. Thus T(G)+g H^ T(G)+x H^ T(G), and x$T(G) because 7TG) is trivially ordered. By the "minimality" of g and the fact that g^x, T(G)+x= T(G)+g, and sog=x. Itfollowsthat(n-l)g+k^.g.Therefore(n-2)g+k, g^k, 0. Continuing in this way, we obtain g+k, g^k, 0. Consequently, there exists xeG such that g+k, g^.x^.k, 0. As before, g=x, whence g+k^.g. Thus A:^0, a contradiction to the fact that T(G) is trivially ordered. Hence the proof is complete. The example G=Z®C2 is now seen to be in some sense crucial, and is the intuitive key to the solution of the problem. Thus it is truly the enfant terrible of the piece.
As a corollary of the proof, we obtain: Theorem B. Any abelian directed, interpolation group can be reordered so as to be a directed, interpolation, weakly semi-isolated group.
